COUNTY OF NEVADA
Community Corrections Partnership

Mission:
Increasing positive offender outcomes through proven, collaborating partnerships.

Vision:
Through partnerships we provide structure, accountability, pro-social opportunities and outcomes for AB 109 offenders that lead to the development of law-abiding individuals as contributing responsible community members

Minutes

Meeting Dated June 1, 2017

I. MEETING CALL TO ORDER:

The meeting was called to order by Michael Ertola, Chief of Probation at approximately 11:05a.m. A sign-in sheet was distributed.

II. INTRODUCTIONS/ATTENDANCE:

The following were in attendance. Introductions were made.

Chief Michael Ertola, Probation
Michael Sipe, Probation
Steve Sinclair, Probation
Shannon Moon, Sheriff
Jeff Pettitt, Sheriff
Denise Harben, District Attorney
Keri Klein, Public Defender
Nicole Ebrahimi-Nuyken, Behavioral Health
Hank Weston, BOS
John Duff, Common Goals
Tonya Clark, Courts
Jennifer Burns, Child Support Services

III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES:

Chief Ertola distributed the proposed March 2, 2017 minutes. Discussion was sought and none was requested. A motion was made by Steve Sinclair and seconded by Keri Klein to approve the minutes as written.

IV. PROBATION:

PPM Steve Sinclair reporting:
AB109 – 61 total, 40 PRCS, 21 Mandatory Supervision, Last quarter: 12 flash incarcerations, 16 employed – a little low, will be looking into this internally. 9 in Transitional living and 5 in residential treatment, 16 into warrant status. 14 technical violations, 18 absconded, 4 successful terminations and 4 unsuccessful terminations. 13 arrests for new law violations felony or misdemeanor (Not conviction yet at this time)
PPM Sinclair asking if there is any statistical information the group would like presented/report at the CCP meetings. Nothing by the group at this time. Possibly for discussion at September meeting.

V. SHERIFF: Captain Moon reporting: Programing room is still in the works. Referred to article in the Union newspaper regarding the Sierra College arts group volunteered their time and painted a beautiful mural on the wall. Furniture swap-out for the room to make it a comfortable for the programming. Working in some milestone credits for completing their assessment program. Currently in negotiations with Adult Education for a contract that could start in July. May average AB 109 is 13 (daily average), which is on the low side.

Staffing changes: Lieutenants have swapped assignments.

Discussion regarding moving forward with integration of tablets for inmate video visitation and the benefits.

VI. COURTS: Tanya Clark reporting, Data from January to March 2017, new felony filings: 117, pre-sentence felony warrants issued: 21, cases where defendant was sent to state prison: 7, felony probation at initial sentencing: 66. No straight of county jail sentences. Split sentence: 3, violation & modification of felony probation – petitions filed: 51, cases VOP & reinstated into Probation: 60, felony probationer went to state prison: 8. Felony probationer received a straight sentence to county jail: 1. Felony probationers that received a split sentence after a VOP: 1. Mandatory supervision data of number of petitions or motions filed to revoke or modify: 3. Violation of conditions of mandatory supervision and reinstated:5. Violation of conditions of mandatory supervision and terminated: 1.

PCRS: number of petitions file to modify or revoke: 3. VOP & reinstated and ordered to serve time: 8. VOP and permanently terminated: 1

(This includes Nevada City & Truckee)

Chief Ertola, PPM Sinclair and Keri Klein discussion regarding data.

VII. HHSA/BEHAVIORAL HEALTH: Nicole reporting for Kristen O'Shea - she provided services to an average of 14 clients per month. Discussions regarding collaboration between agencies like Probation, Common Goals and CORR to provide services to clients.

VIII. ROUND TABLE: Chief Ertola reports:

Prop 47 Grant – appears that we did not get it. Discussion.

Budget 17/18 – CCP Executive Committee did meet last month. They approved the budget and pretty much status quo as last year with exception that the D.A. and the P.D. will be getting a bump up to deal with some collaborative Court issues. Courts have put in a request for similar issues.

Chief thanks everyone for those attending the special meeting regarding the Results First in April. CCP Executive Committee approved it and went in front of the BOS and approved to move forward. Discussion on moving forward.

Discussion regarding probation’s new analyst having access to the jail and the Courts to get out monthly reports regarding AB 109 information on the Probation website.

IX. Next Meeting:
September 7, 2017, at 11:00 am
Nevada County Probation Conference Room
109 ½ N. Pine Street,
Nevada City, CA 95959

The meeting was adjourned at approximately 11:35 a.m.

*Prepared by Darsi Gaines, Phone: 530-470-2602*